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Abstract: To benefit from the large amounts of data, gathered in more and more application domains, analysis techniques like clustering have become a necessity. As
their application expands, a lot of unacquainted users come into contact with these
techniques. Unfortunately, most clustering approaches are complex and/or scenario
specific, which makes clustering a challenging domain to access. In this demonstration, we want to present a clustering process, that can be used in a hands-on way.

1 Introduction
Clustering is the partitioning of a set of objects into clusters [EKSX96, JMF99], so that
similar objects are in the same cluster, while dissimilar objects are not. In order to create
a clustering, an appropriate algorithm must be selected, parameterized and executed. The
obtained result is evaluated and if necessary, algorithm and/or parameters are modified
and the clustering is generated again. Each of these actions determines the course and
outcome of the clustering process [JL05, JMF99]. Even so, user-support is lacking in
practise, which made ‘trial and error’ a common approach to clustering, for users not
familiar with the subject. Obviously, this often results in numerous iterations, unsatisfying
results and eventually user frustration.
With ensemble clustering[GMT05, SG02], an alternative to single-algorithm clustering
has been established. This approach creates multiple partitionings of a data set—the cluster ensemble—and aggregates them into one final clustering result. In doing so, quality
and robustness are increased in comparison with single input clustering [GMT05, SG02].
Additionally, this procedure eases algorithm selection and parameterization. However, the
overall resemblance to ‘trial and error’ remains, as unsatisfying aggregation results can
only be adjusted by modifying the cluster-ensemble and repeating its creation and aggregation.
In our previous work, we have already adressed some of the described issues. In [HVR+ 09]
we proposed an extended aggregation algorithm, utilizing soft clustering input and allowing result adjustments by parameterization of the aggregation only. To enable user support,
we introduced an interactive visualization to control our aggregation, assist with result interpretation and indicate appropriate result adjustments [HHL10b].
In our demonstration, we present a clustering process composed from this components and
show how this easy-applicable process allows the step-by-step refinement of a clustering.
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2 Process
In this section, we will outline the structure and components of our clustering process.
This process incorporates an algorithmic platform, which covers selection and execution
of algorithms and a visual-interactive interface, assisting the user during result evaluation
and modification.
The already introduced ensemble-clustering concept, built the conceptual starting point
in the development of our algorithmic platform. Besides positive effects on the clustering result, this method aids the user by reducing the emphasis on the identification of a
single optimal algorithm/parameter combination. All existing aggregation approaches we
examined, lacked controllability [HVR+ 09], thus result adjustments were only possible
through modification of the input clusterings. Unfortunately this effectively nullifies the
benefits regarding user support, since now a whole set of clusterings must be reconfigured. To overcome this issue, we proposed our enhanced flexible clustering aggregation
concept [HVR+ 09], which extends the classic approach in three major areas. First, the
aggregation input is enriched with additional information about object-cluster relations,
by utilizing soft clustering algorithms [Bez81] to generate the cluster ensemble. To benefit
from this gain in information, the core aggregation method was modified in a second expansion. Finally, these arrangements allowed the derivation of a scoring function and with
it the implementation of a control mechanism for the clustering aggregation. With flexible clustering aggregation users can adjust results without touching the cluster-ensemble.
The necessary parameters could be abstracted in a user-friendly way, so that clusterings
are adjusted by ”merging” and ”splitting” clusters.
To support result interpretation and identification of appropriate adjustments, we developed a visualization concept that is tightly coupled to our algorithmic platform. Our
approach augur [HHL10b] can be seen as a hybrid between the two major groups of
data/clustering visualizations, which are: (i) data-driven and (ii) result-driven. The first
group depicts all objects and dimensions of the data, resulting in incomprehensible presentations and information-overload, as datasets exceed a certain scale. In contrast, the
second group is relatively scale-invariant since only analysis results are presented (e.g. a
clustering can be depicted as bar chart showing relative cluster sizes). Unfortunately these
visualizations often shows not enough information. The hybrid character of our approach
is achieved by visualizing the result and its relations to data, which are already incorporated in the soft input of our aggregation.
In compliance with Shneiderman’s mantra, ‘overview first, zoom and filter, then detailson-demand’ [Shn96], our visualization features views for theses three levels of detail.
Our overview acts as a visual entry point and shows basic characteristics of the clustering aggregate, like relative size and the distances between the prototypes (centroids) of
all clusters. If the user identifies clusters of interest in the overview, e.g. two very close
clusters, these can be selected individually to get more information regarding their composition and their relations to other clusters, thus performing ‘zoom and filter’. More detailed
information concerning a cluster’s internal similarity resp. composition are presented in
the attribute view.
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Figure 1: Touch it, Mine it, View it, Shape it

By combining the flexible clustering aggregation with our augur visualization we, devised
our clustering process. The course of the process begins with the presentation of an initial
clustering result to the user. Using augur, this result is interpreted and the parts that need
adjustment are identified. Via an interactive component of the visualization, the users
modifications are forwarded to the algorithmic platform. After they are applied to the
clustering, the adjusted result is again presented using the augur visualization. With this
procedure, users can refine clustering results in an iterative manner. A theoretic description
of this process model and its components, e.g. the available user-feedback operations, are
published in [HHL10a].

3 Demo Details
The demo at BTW comprises a detailed explanation of the necessary concepts and components of our process and its live demonstration. We are going to show how our visualization and interaction concepts can be used to conduct a visually-driven exploration of
scientific data sets. Furthermore, we will prepare some application scenarios based on synthetic as well as real-world data-sets. Within these scenarios, we will illustrate the benefits
of our iterative refinement approach with regard to its handling by users not familiar with
the domain of clustering. Additionally, we want to use the BTW environment to discuss
possible future developments for our employed aggregation algorithms and visualization
concept with interested demo visitors.
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4 Summary
In this paper, we introduced our hands-on clustering process, which offers inexperienced
users an accessible way to generate a satisfying clustering. Execution and Parameterization are eased by the user-friendly character of our algorithmic platform. In tight coupling
with this platform, our visual-interactive user-interface, supports the interpretation of clustering results by revealing characteristics of clusters as well as relations between them and
the underlying data. This result- and relation-oriented approach offers assistance to the
user during the identification of appropriate result modifications. In contrast to existing
clustering procedures our approach allows the iterative refinement of a clustering.
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